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Inflation, interest rate hikes,
supply chain disruptions,
and other factors have all
contributed to the growing
popularity of used cars.

In addition, the used car
market has been bolsteredmarket has been bolstered
by the rise of digital tools
and platforms that make it
easier for buyers and sellers
to connect.

In this white paper, we will explore
the latest trends in the used car market
and provide insights on how brands
can price their products to capture
a larger share of this growing market.

Recent years have marked
significant changes in the used car 
market. With an overall decrease in
consumer confidence, automobile
brands have been forced to explore
new ways to capture market share. 

As the used car market continues to
evolve, it is important for brands to keep
up with the latest trends and understand 
the needs of their customers. Crucially, 
pricing is a key consideration for brands 
that want to capture a larger share of
the used car market.the used car market.

With the right pricing strategy, 
brands can not only attract
more customers, but also
boost their profits and build
a competitive edge.



A significant manufacturing
labor shortage2, too, is making
it difficult for automakers to keep
up with demand. The pandemic
has exacerbated this problem by
causing many workers to leave
the automotive sector permanently.the automotive sector permanently.

Reaching an average of
$47,1483 in the US in the
month of May, 2022 

Consumers are increasingly
turning to the used car market
as an alternative to the high cost
of new vehicles.of new vehicles.

Historically, automakers have relied
on just-in-time (JIT) production to
minimize inventory costs and maximize 
profits. This system relies on a steady
and uninterrupted flow of parts and
components from suppliers to the
assembly line.assembly line.

However, the JIT system has come
under strain due to shortages of both
raw materials and qualified workers.
The result is multi-tier supply chain
disruptions that have propelled the
cost of new vehicles. cost of new vehicles. A semiconductor 
chip shortage1 has emerged as a
particularly serious problem for the
automotive industry.

Automobile
Supply Chain
Disruptions

https://www.consumerreports.org/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/cars/2022/03/23/labor-shortage-automakers-struggle-hire-workers/7128329001/?gnt-cfr=1
https://fortune.com/2022/06/1/used-cars-new-prices-inflation-market/


Rampant
Inflation
and Ensuing
Rate Hikes

Inflation has persisted at
40-year high4 in the United 
States, and countries around 
the globe are also feeling the 
effects. Euro-zone inflation,
for instance, climbed to
a new a new all-time high₅ in July.

Automobile manufacturers aren't
the only ones contending with
inflation. Consumers are seeing their
purchasing power eroded by rising
prices for food, housing, healthcare,
and other essentials.

This persistent inflation has been aThis persistent inflation has been a
key driver of the used car market as
consumers seek to protect their
purchasing power. In response to
inflation, central banks around the
world have been increasing interest
rates, leading to higher borrowing
costs for consumers and businesses.costs for consumers and businesses.

This, in turn, has also led to a
decrease in demand for new cars
and an increase in the demand
for used cars.

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/inflation-june-cpi-report-hit-new-high-40-years-9-1-percent/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-07-29/euro-zone-inflation-hits-record-backing-cals-for-larger-hikes#xj4y7vzkg


Digital
Transformation
in the Used Car Market

The same factors that have driven
the growth of the used car market
are also reshaping the way that cars 
are bought and sold. In particular, 
there is a growing trend towards
digital transformation, with more
and more brands turning to online and more brands turning to online 
platforms and tools to capture a
larger share of the market.

In the past, used car buying and
selling was often a time-consuming 
and stressful process. Consumers 
would have to physically visit
dealerships, test drive vehicles,dealerships, test drive vehicles,
and haggle over prices. However,
the advent of online platforms
has made the process much easier 
and more convenient.

One of the key drivers of this trend
is the need to provide a better
customer experience. In a usedcustomer experience. In a used
car market that is increasingly
competitive, customers have high 
expectations and are more likely
to turn to brands that offer a
convenient and hassle-free
experience.



Aggregate
potential
dollar impact
on pricing and
promotion ($)
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Accurate pricing is central
to providing a good customer
experience. In a market where 
prices can fluctuate rapidly, it
is essential for brands to have a
pricing strategypricing strategy that helps them 
stay ahead of the competition.

The myriad of external factors
impacting the used car market,
however, means that setting
prices manually is no longer feasible.

This is no small opportunity,
with McKinsey research₆
highlighting that AI-based
pricing and promotion have
the potential to deliver up to 
$500B in global market value.

This is where dynamic pricing comes
in. Dynamic pricing is a pricing strategy in. Dynamic pricing is a pricing strategy 
that takes into account the real-time 
market conditions and adjusts prices 
accordingly. Applying AI-driven dynamic 
pricing is well-suited to the complexities 
of the used car market.

https://public.tableau.com/app/not-found


SAI Digital's Dynamic
Pricing Solution

SAI Digital offers a dynamic pricing 
solution that uses artificial intelligence 
to automatically price products based 
on real-time market conditions.

The Catalyzer SmartPrice solution
is designed to help brands stay ahead
of the competition and capture a larger
share of the used car market.

With the help of AI, the solution can
accurately predict changes in the 
market and adjust prices accordingly. 
This SaaS platform offers a number
of features and benefits, including:



Catalyzer SmartPrice uses data
from multiple sources to help you
make informed pricing decisions.
This includes data on market
conditions, competitor prices,
and customer demand.

Data-driven
decisions:1.

2.
The platform automatically adjusts 
prices in real-time based on changes
in the market. This helps you stay ahead 
of the competition and capture a larger 
share of the market.

Automated price
adjustments:

3.

4.

By offering accurate and up-to-date 
prices, Catalyzer SmartPrice helps you 
improve the customer experience and 
increase customer loyalty.

Improved customer
experience:

The solution can help brands increase 
their profits by ensuring that they are 
always selling at the optimal price.

Increased
profits:



Conclusion
Instead, brands are turning to 
dynamic pricing solutions that use
AI to automatically price products 
based on real-time market conditions. 
The future of the used car market 
belongs to brands that have the 
agility to adopt such solutions.

Global macroeconomic conditions,
such as inflation and interest rate
hikes, have led to sky-high new car 
prices and a resurgence in the
popularity of used cars. In addition,
the rise of online platforms and tools
has made it easier for buyers andhas made it easier for buyers and
sellers to connect.

Setting prices manually, however, is
no longer feasible in such a volatile
and complex market.


